Now Available on DVD & Blu-Ray

Harry Potter and the Sorcerer's Stone Magical Movie Harry Potter, a boy who learns
on his eleventh birthday that he is the orphaned son of two powerful wizards and
possesses unique magical powers of his own. He is summoned from his life as an
unwanted child to become a student at Hogwarts, an English boarding school for
wizards. There, he meets several friends who become his closest allies and help him
discover the truth about his parents' mysterious deaths. The Harry Potter Magical
Movie Mode is a wondrous new way to experience Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s
Stone, allowing fans the ability to discover filmmaking secrets, spell incantations,
creatures, magical artifacts, trivia, and more in this enchanting collection of fun
activities and curiosities. Magical Movie Mode includes director’s commentary from
Chris Columbus offering candid insight and amusing anecdotes from the production
of the first film, deleted scenes, quizzes testing your potent knowledge of a vast array
of topics from the film, graphics and audio during select scenes in the film draw you
further into Harry’s world, and much more! Warner
Profile Inspired by true events, Profile follows an undercover British journalist on her
quest to bait and expose a terrorist recruiter through social media, while trying not to
be sucked in by her recruiter and lured into becoming a militant extremist herself. The
unconventional thriller plays out entirely on a computer screen in the screen life
format, directed by Timur Bekmambetov. Universal
Almost Famous Set in 1973, it chronicles the funny and often poignant coming of age
of 15-year-old William, an unabashed music fan who is inspired by the seminal bands
of the time. When his love of music lands him an assignment from Rolling Stone
magazine to interview the up-and-coming band Stillwater -- fronted by lead guitar
Russell Hammond and lead singer Jeff Bebe William embarks on an eye-opening
journey with the band's tour, despite the objections of his protective mother. The
limited-edition 4K Ultra HD Steelbook includes both the original theatrical cut (plus
access to a digital copy) and the beloved Bootleg cut (aka “Untitled”), along with new
bonus content offering a backstage pass into the creative process through a new
interview with Crowe, extended scenes, rock-school sessions, a look at the casting and
costumes, and more. Paramount
The Birthday Cake On the 10th anniversary of his father's mysterious death, Gio brings
a birthday cake prepared by his mother to a memorial celebration hosted by his uncle
Angelo, a Brooklyn mafia boss. Gio's life begins to change as he pieces together what
really happened to his father all those years ago, coming face to face with a kind of
violence he has been trying to avoid his whole life. Screen Media
Those Who Wish Me Dead Still reeling from the loss of three lives, Hannah is a smoke
jumper who's perched in a watchtower high above the Montana wilderness. She soon
encounters Connor, a skittish boy who's bloodied, traumatized and on the run in the
remote forest. As Hannah tries to bring him to safety, she's unaware of the real dangers
to follow: two relentless killers hunting Connor, and a fiery blaze consuming
everything in its path. Warner
Till Death Emma is stuck in a stale marriage to Mark and is surprised when he whisks
her away to their secluded lakehouse for a romantic evening on their 10th anniversary.
But everything changes the next morning when she finds herself handcuffed to Mark's
dead body. Trapped and isolated in the dead of winter, Emma learns this is only the
beginning of Mark's twisted plan, and to survive, she must fight the hired killers
coming to finish her off. Screen Media
Spirit Untamed The Movie After moving to a sleepy little town, young Lucky Prescott
befriends a wild mustang named Spirit, who shares her rebellious spirit. When a
heartless wrangler plans to capture Spirit and his herd, Lucky and her new friends
embark on the adventure of a lifetime to rescue the horse that forever changed her
life. Universal
The Truffle Hunters Deep in the forests of Piedmont, Italy, a handful of men, seventy or
eighty years young, hunt for the rare and expensive white Alba truffle—which to date
has resisted all of modern science's efforts at cultivation. They're guided by a secret
culture and training passed down through generations, as well as by the noses of their
cherished and expertly trained dogs. They live a simpler, slower way of life, in harmony
with their loyal animals and their picture-perfect land, seemingly straight out of a fairy
tale. They're untethered to cell phone screens or the Internet, opting instead to make
their food and drink by hand and prioritizing in-person connections and community.
The demand for white truffles increases year after year, even as the supply decreases.
As a result of climate change, deforestation, and the lack of young people taking up
the mantle, the truffle hunters' secrets are more coveted than ever. However, as it soon
becomes clear, these ageing men may just hold something much more valuable than
even this prized delicacy: the secret to a rich and meaningful life. Sony
12 Mighty Orphans tells the true story of the Mighty Mites, the football team of a Fort
Worth orphanage who, during the Great Depression, went from playing without
shoes—or even a football—to playing for the Texas state championships. Over the
course of their winning season these underdogs and their resilient spirit became an
inspiration to their city, state, and an entire nation in need of a rebound, even catching
the attention of President Franklin D. Roosevelt. The architect of their success was
Rusty Russell, a legendary high school coach who shocked his colleagues by giving up
a privileged position so he could teach and coach at an orphanage. Few knew Rusty's
secret: that he himself was an orphan. Recognizing that his scrawny players couldn't
beat the other teams with brawn, Rusty developed innovative strategies that would
come to define modern football. Sony
In the Heights In Washington Heights, N.Y., the scent of warm coffee hangs in the air
just outside of the 181st St. subway stop, where a kaleidoscope of dreams rallies a
vibrant and tight-knit community. At the intersection of it all is a likable and magnetic
bodega owner who hopes, imagines and sings about a better life. Warner

